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the final step is to place the model in the scene, by using the 'drop model' button. as mentioned, the
model will appear at 0,0,0. this is a good place to place the model. now that the model is in the

game, it will scale automatically as the game is played. i agree with silly and the other people who
have posted. i just think that this is a good way to help people that want to get models into the

game. i don't care how they are created, if they can't be used it's not a problem to me. it's just like
any other model. if you want them to be used in the game, you have to make them in the gmf

format anyway, so why not make them in the gmf format and then create the le package when you
are done. for the record, i have tried using the conversion tool for fps creator and it does not work

well. there is a tool in the.exe of the game, but i haven't used it because it does not work for models.
i hope that this will be implemented for the le version. now that the model is loaded into the game, it
needs to be put on the floor. this can be done by using the 'place model' button. if a model is placed,

it is automatically positioned, and the 'elevate model' button will be displayed. the model can be
given an elevation, and the 'scale model' button will be displayed. i think i am going to have to go

back and get the fps creator x10 character sheets. i'm not going to bother going into how i have all
the guns and knife characters working in fps creator x10, it would take too long to get into. that is
what i am going to work on first. i am sure that it's easy to do. when i get the x10 characters i will

get this one as well, and then we can work on them together.
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however, due to the time constraints ofthe final project, the modellerwas limited to using the
standardfps creator stock media. i had planned to use multiple light sources to ensure better

realism, but the time i had to do it was too tight. as there is notime for lighting, i decided to use
thefew fps creator stock media that would allow me to do this. i used a stockmedia's back wall and
ceiling, and created a temp lighting to match. this worked, but i wasn't happy with the result and
knew i could do better. i later purchased the rest of the stock media and am now happy with the

results. new asset is not mine. i am not trying to make any money on this. the reason is, as i
mentioned above, its just really annoying to try and get any sort of scale right. at the least, they

should have a scaling program so we can just load up another gmf model, scale it, save it as gmf,
and be done with it. because, you know, it is a lot of work to get a gmf model just right when it

comes to scale. it is a lot of work for naught. my plan for the next month is to release a new asset
every day. on the first day, i'll be releasing a model of a new car, with a new set of wheels, maybe a
new paint job, maybe a new interior. then i'll have a car for a week, then a car for two weeks, then a
car for a month, and so on. so the asset will be updated every week, and a new asset every day for

the next month. this should be pretty cool. i need to provide you with a little bit of background. i
started my store because i had an art project where i needed to create a website and a few other

things. to do this, i had to create an e-store for all of my game assets. i needed to provide the user
with an e-store where they could find all of the assets i've made for my game over the past 5 years.
so i began to create various assets and upload them to this e-store. then people would come to the

site and buy these assets. i started out with the models i'd already made and made some more. then
i got the idea of releasing an asset every week. that way, people would have something new to buy.
so i created a script that i could use to create a new asset every week. i have some of the textures
made by my friends. i have some texture packs for my weapons i've made. i have some assets i've

made for my game. 5ec8ef588b
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